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Introduction to DirectToWeb
 
David LeBer:  [0:01] Well, welcome. Thank you for coming. I'm the first presentation for the show, which I figure's a good thing, because either I knock this out of the park and you're going to be talking about it for the remainder of the conference, or I fail miserably and this is going to be the most painful two hours that you spend. And you'll just want to purge it from your systems, and after the beer bash tonight, you will have forgotten about the entire thing. [0:26] So I figure it's a win‑win scenario, right? I can't lose. So anyways, my name's David LeBer. I am going to be talking about DirectToWeb this morning. My company is Codeferous Software. We're located in Toronto, and we're a small custom software consultancy. One of our favorite tools is WebObjects. We also develop in, you know, for the iPhone and for the desktop using Coco. But we've been using WebObjects for a long time.
[0:58] And I'm going to be talking about DirectToWeb, which is one of my favorite parts of one of my favorite technologies. But before I start, can I get a show of hands, how many people out there think they know what DirectToWeb is? OK. How many of you actually deploy production applications that use DirectToWeb?
[1:24] Yeah. That's interesting. How many of you have looked at DirectToWeb and then discounted it for some reason? You can't answer yes for all of them, Guido. [laughter]
[1:42] OK, so when you talk about DirectToWeb, you hear a lot of interesting perceptions. Often times you'll hear things like, "My needs are going to be too complex, too unique, too weird for anything that purports to do what DirectToWeb does to handle."
[2:07] Or, "DirectToWeb sounds like magic. And as a developer, magic makes me scared."
[2:15] And you see this one quite regularly. If you monitor the Coco mailing list, the past month, it's like, it seems like every second day, someone's writing in, going, "Can someone send me an example of how I can write a Coco application without using Interface Builder?"
[2:33] And it's that sense of, if a tool is going to be easy or going to be good for me, it's got to be bad. It must be shielding me from something that I need to know, and it's going to come back and bite me later.
[2:47] So, what I hope to do this morning is show you how DirectToWeb works and that, if you already understand web objects, far from being scary, DirectToWeb is actually just an extension of what you're already doing.
[3:05] So, what is DirectToWeb? Well, at its core, DirectToWeb is a code reuse enabler. It's a set of technologies that allow you to reuse more code.
[3:20] To get a sense of where DirectToWeb lives in kind of the sphere of things, we're going to take a quick tour of the growth of an imaginary web objects developer.
[3:33] We start off with a new, brand new to web objects, knows very little about the frameworks that they're playing with. When they need to add code to their application, they add code in the only place they know how to do, and that's into their page components. As a result, you end up with massive components that are very complex, hard to maintain, hard to understand.
[3:59] As our young web object Padawan develops, they begin to learn more about the frameworks, they begin to learn more about how things like bindings work, so they start creating reusable components. They start learning more about the architecture, and they start moving things out into controllers. They hear about third party frameworks. "What is this Wonder thing? Oh, it has stuff in it. I can start leveraging that," so they're writing less code.
[4:26] Their components are getting thinner. They probably still have too much code in their components, they're still doing too many calculations in their components, but as they develop, they become the master, and the master is fully immersed in the way of woe. Their page components are very thin, essentially just the view layer. They've moved all the rest of their code into controllers, or into the model.
[4:53] They're heavily leveraging third party frameworks, and this is where I would say probably a good percentage of the people in this room are. You know how web objects works. You know how the tools work. Your leveraging as much generated and as much existing code as you possibly can. You probably have your own frameworks with reusable components, reusable controller classes, all sorts of stuff to make your job easier.
[5:19] So where does DirectToWeb live?
[5:22] Well, it lives here. It's just one step further than where you already are. It uses reusable page templates so the amount of custom code that you're actually writing for your pages is virtually nonexistent. In fact, you can write fully functional and usable web objects and applications with DirectToWeb that have one page that you need to write and maintain, and that's the landing page of your application, which may only have a login form.
[5:53] How does it do that? Well, it is template‑based. It uses a set of templates, reusable templates that build the different pages that you're going to work with. It has a very powerful rule system that informs, and controls, and modifies the templates that get used to create your pages, and it results in a flexible, scalable, and highly powerful system, essentially, an application construction toolkit.
[6:23] So, you probably recognize this slide. This is a slide that kind of shows the major frameworks in the web objects stack. You can see that your code is the stuff in blue, and you've got your custom business logic. Those are your model objects, and they're edited by Wolitz.
[6:43] And then you've got your app logic, so you've got your components and your pages and your controller classes, and other application level classes. And again, those are edited by Wolitz. And then you inform the frameworks about the mapping between your model objects and the database using an entity modeler to edit your EOModel.
[7:06] So, where does DirectToWeb fit in this? Well, DirectToWeb...oh, isn't that nice? There was a hole right in the slide for that, did you see that?
[laughter]
[7:14] Look at that, that's cool. Anyways, DirectToWeb is a set of frameworks that slot right in there. They slot in between the web objects stack and your application logic. The DirectToWeb frameworks are informed by a set of rule model files, and they are edited by a new tool called Rule Modeler. So, DirectToWeb adds a bunch of frameworks, one more model file for you to edit, and a new tool.
[7:51] So, let's take a more detailed look at the major components that go into that DirectToWeb framework. DirectToWeb is large, it's pretty big, but these are the major components at play. There's a DirectToWeb factory, a rule engine, a set of templates, your existing EOModel, and your rule files. The DirectToWeb factory is responsible for creating pages based on your templates, and it initializes a DW context for each page that you create.
[8:30] The DW context talks to the rule engine, the rule engine moves about your model, so it knows all about your entities and your attributes and their relationships, and then it's informed by the rule files. Some of these rule files may exist already in frameworks, or they may be the rule files that you custom write to modify the behavior of your application.
[9:01] Where do these all live? Well, there's a set of frameworks that supply the functionality that we talk of as DirectToWeb. There's the Java DirectToWeb framework that is part of the Apple web object frameworks, and it supplies those core objects. So, the D2W context, the D2W factory, some core templates for both page and property level components, and blah, blah, blah, blah.
[9:34] The next framework is a Java D2W generation, and this is responsible for doing a thing called freezing of your components. I don't use it, so we're not going to talk about it. Apple supplies a set of looks. I'm still using WebObjects 5.3, we haven't moved to 5.4 yet. I know the looks in 5.4 change, but to be honest I haven't looked at them, so again, I'm afraid I'm not going to talk about them very much.
[10:03] Project Wonder, which I would say is kind of indispensable if doing DirectToWeb application development. DirectToWeb equals Project Wonder, they kind of go together, because DirectToWeb ‑‑ Peter's shaking his head [laughs] ‑‑ because Project Wonder offers just a ton of improvements or enhancements for the core DirectToWeb frameworks, improved caching, just a bunch of stuff. It also supplies a ton of additional component level templates and page level templates, and a bunch of looks of its own.
[10:47] So, why should I use DirectToWeb? Warning, sales pitch alert. Code reuse. You know, I probably don't need to talk to this room about the benefits of code reuse, right? If you're reusing code, then that code is better exercised, it's better tested, it's going to have fewer bugs. If you're reusing code then you're not writing the code, which means you're not creating new bugs, which means your development time is going to be reduced.
[11:18] It's agile and rapid to iterate within DirectToWeb, so changes are easily applied. Oftentimes, changes requested by your client can be performed with a simple rule change, so you don't even need to touch any code. It encourages consistent UI just from the very fact that it's a template‑based driven system. It means that your pages are going to have a certain amount of consistency in their layout, and that is good.
[11:59] It used to be that you could directly point at that and say, "This is why Mac OS users use far more applications than a similar Windows user," because the UI was so consistent. Consistency leads to familiarity, familiarity leads to productivity.
[12:22] DirectToWeb applications can easily handle changes in your model. You add an entity, add an attribute, add a relationship, and sometimes you don't even need to do anything, but if you do a few changes to your model files, propagate those changes out into your application.
[12:41] DirectToWeb supplies validation. Based on your model, etc., or your model objects, if a user tries to submit something that isn't valid, doesn't fit your business rules, then there's a built in mechanism within the DirectToWeb frameworks to respond to that, show the user that there's been an error, and that's fairly easy to do if you rule in your own, but it's another level of tedious boilerplate code that you need to add to your projects.
[13:15] When should I use DirectToWeb? Well, DirectToWeb is great for demos and prototypes. If you need to put together something quickly, it's your man. It's great for testing your EO model. If you have a well‑formed EO model, it's going to work great in DirectToWeb. Conversely, if you've got a problem with your EO, then DirectToWeb is going to find it, so if you want to figure out whether your EO model is well‑formed, use it in Direct to Web.
[13:45] Data entry. At the beginning of a project, oftentimes you need to get data into your database, so you've created the model, you've built the database. DirectToWeb is a great way to populate your database with test data.
[14:01] Admin applications. Quite often, in my experience, admin applications oftentimes end up being two, possibly three times more complex, or have two to three times more pages than the public facing applications that they back. Quite often, you're spending a lot of your time maintaining and managing this admin application that controls the public facing application that you're building.
[14:30] Interesting story ‑‑ [laughs] define interesting. I had a client who came to us and said, "We want to duplicate an existing application. We've got this application, and basically what it does is it takes requests for funding for a charitable organization, and it takes those requests online."
[14:47] "It's kind of a wizard thing, the user logs in, and it figures out whether they're an existing user or a previous user, and asks for a number of questions, and asks them to specify why they need funding, or what they're doing, and then says, 'Thank you,' at the end. It's kind of a wizard, very linear flow with a couple of branches in it."
[15:04] "We want you to duplicate this, and we've got the existing application, so look at the existing application, figure out what you need to do, and then replace it." We went, "All right. It looks pretty straightforward. Is this all you need?" "Yeah, that's all we need. We just need this thing duplicated." "You're sure that's all you need?" "Yes, that's all we need."
[15:20] Three weeks into the project, we've scoped this thing out, we've given them a quote back to do this thing, and they'd said ‑‑ does any client ever come to you and say, "No, you've got all the time in the world?" No, of course it was a very tight timeline for this thing.
We come back and they go, "That's great. That's great. That's great. One thing: [15:34] We need an admin application to manage all the data that's behind this, and it needs to be able to generate Excel dumps of certain types of that data, and it needs to be able to modify it all. We've got a little bit more money, but we don't have any more time."
[16:01] I hadn't used DirectToWeb up until this point, and I was considering using it for this project anyways, and I went, "You know what? This is a great way to learn, so yes, we can do this," and we did. We built both applications, the public facing one and the back‑end admin application, it was under budget as far as time was concerned, and actually, we made money on it, because DirectToWeb was so efficient in delivering that application.
[16:30] And we learned how to use DirectToWeb, and wrote our own look at the same time, so, very powerful. Really, in my viewpoint, there's never a time when you shouldn't be using DirectToWeb. Applications don't need to be all or nothing. They don't have to be 100 percent DirectToWeb.
[16:52] You can pick and choose, and even in the most unique, or custom application, where you have pages that are just full of Ajaxian stuff, they're doing really whacked out things because the client has specified that this page for editing this thing needs to behave in exactly this way, even if that is not a good client for a DirectToWeb template, there is a ton of other stuff in that application that would be.
[17:23] Focus on the things that need to be custom, and then deliver the standard stuff you need using DirectToWeb.
[17:33] How? Well, let's do a demo, because that's why we're here. I've switched to Eclipse. The problem with Eclipse is that it's really hard to globally change font sizes, so if I edit any code, you're going to have to tell me whether you can see it or not, and I'm going to use the screen zooming to try to show you the stuff that I'm doing. This project will be available after the conference if you want to download it and go through the code point‑by‑point.
[18:13] For now, all I'm going to do is create a new project. I'm going to use the Wonder D2W application template, and I'm going to give it a name, because that's the way I roll. I'm just going to use the defaults, and then I'm going to link in one framework, and that's the movies business logic. Really, the movies business logic framework is something I pre‑baked. It's kind of like a cooking show. "Oh look, we've got a project in the oven over here all ready to go."
[laughs]
[18:57] So the movies business logic framework is just a wrapper around the movies model, and a pre‑generated EO classes for the movies database. In this particular example, I'm actually talking to a copy of the movies database in MySQL, but you could just as easily use the derby example that ships with web objects.
[19:23] Because the model's already in that framework, I can just build the application. Then we go, and I'm going to go into sources, find the application class, and launch this application. Run as application. Oh, isn't that pretty? Look at that. We've got our login page. I log in. It's a highly secure application, and you can see from this search page landing page, it already knows all about the entities in that model.
[20:01] I don't know if you're familiar with the movies model. Everyone had a look at that at some point? Show of hands. Most. Do you want me to go look at it? It's pretty straightforward. There's a bunch of entities, and you can't see that. So, movie, movie role, plot summary review, studio talent, talent photo, voting. Essentially, the database that would go behind a...
[20:39] I think, actually, I simplified the model, because there is a bunch of other stuff I think, like stock. I don't remember actually, but it's the model that would go behind a movie rental point of sale kind of terminal.
[20:58] By building a DirectToWeb application, we get an application that knows all about all those entities. We can search them, so I get a search field that can query on any of the attributes in a movie. I can do a query. It gives me a list of all the movies that it finds. I see there are 89 movies there. I get pagination. I can inspect any one of those movies. It lists all the attributes for that movie, and I didn't write any code.
[21:34] Arguably, it's butt ugly, but I didn't write any code. If all I wanted to do to was check to see whether my model worked, I just did, and I can see that everything works. The relationships work between things, and I can actually get all the attributes that I think should be there. Let's take a quick second and go look at what we get in our application.
[22:11] As far as classes are concerned, we have the standard trio application Direct Action session, and then we get a trio of components. We get the main Java component, which contains that login form, and really, that's all it contains.
[22:25] We have a page wrapper and a menu header, and if we look at the resulting page, it breaks down into this center section, which is our page content, and that's coming from a direct web template, this stuff here, which is coming from our menu header, so the navigation for our allocation. Then wrapping the whole thing is our page wrapper, which also contains the head information, that kind of stuff.
[23:13] Our application at this point is comprised of three components. Two of them are partial page components, and one's a full page component, and the stuff that's coming from our templates, and that is it. That gives us all this functionality.
I want to talk just a minute about tasks. I'm sure most of us are familiar with the concept of CRUD application, an application that performs those four standard tasks on an object: [23:38] Create, read, update, delete. Well, DirectToWeb is centered on this idea of tasks, these generic behaviors that you want to apply to objects that you're interested in.
Out of the box, DirectToWeb provides us with nine tasks:
[24:05] There's Query, for searching objects; List, for listing found objects; Inspect, for inspecting the object and looking at its attributes; Edit, similar to inspect, only we can now edit the contents of those attributes; Select, if I want to select a specific object from a list; Edit relationship, for editing to one and to many relationships; Query All, for querying multiple entity types at the same time; Confirm, for supplying our user with some information asking for a confirmation or a response, and finally, Error.
[24:53] We never have errors, right? But if there is an error, we want to be able to present that to the user.
[25:01] Each of these tasks has a specific page template associated with it, so there are query templates, and list templates, and inspect templates, etc. Components ‑‑ we said the D2W factory was responsible for creating pages based on our templates, so we'll grab an instance of our D2W factory by asking the D2W class for its factory, so that's a class method. You can always use that to get an instance of the D2W factory.
[25:35] We're going to need the entity name for the entity that we want to use. In this case, it's going to be movie, so we'll cache that in a string, and then creating a query page is simply a matter of calling a factory query page for entity name. We give it an entity name, and then passing in a session. Now, you'll notice that these factory methods return an interface, so we get back a page that conforms to the query page interface.
[26:03] That's because we don't know what class of template is actually going to be used until runtime. It could be dependant on the look we've chosen, or a set of rules, so by using a query page interface we can define this in code, and then not worry about what type of page it's going to be until we actually encounter it in runtime.
[26:26] D2W factory offers a number of methods of doing this, depending on what type of page you need. We've got query page. There's also list, inspect, edit. I'm not going to go through them all, because that would be tedious, and you'd all fall asleep, and that would probably be bad. There's one for each of the nine different task types.
[26:54] We'll do another demo now. I'm going to take my application. I'm going to modify the menu header. I'm going to add a method that is going to. ‑‑ we're going to put a link on that menu header that allows us to just get a list of all the movies, so kind of a quick jump to just giving us a list of all the movies. I'm just going to drop in some code. Let's blow this up so you can actually see it.
[27:37] We're just saying, "List page interface. Give me a list page for entity named," and we pass in the movie and ask for its entity name. Any collection pages, like list page or select page, also require a data source to tell them where they're going to get the objects from for this list. In this case, we're going to pass it in an EO database data source, and we're also going to pass in an instance of the next page, so, "When I'm done, where should I go next?"
[28:19] We'll pass in this context page so it knows how to get back to this page. It's got some red lines there because it's missing some definitions, so let's just tell it what movie we want to use. That makes them go away. Now let's go edit the HTML for that menu header. I'm just going to drop the link in right below that list of entities that we saw before. [silence]
[29:19] So pretty straightforward, just a link with the action calling that new method, and a title of "List movies." Liar. We'll rerun the application. Now we have a link in the menu header. That's really frustrating. It says, "List movies," and when I click it, I get a list of all the movies.
[30:00] Because I passed in a data source to that list page, I could've qualified that data source so that it wasn't showing me all the movies, it was showing movies that conform to a specific search, but it's very easy to take advantage of DirectToWeb to get a list page from within any kind of application, just by making use of the power of the D2W factory and the existing templates. [silence]
[30:33] We've looked at the D2W factory. Let's look at the D2W context next. I said before that the D2W context talks to the rule engine, and the D2W context is responsible for providing bindings to any of the page templates, so obviously, it needs to be KVC compliant. It has a state dictionary, and it acts as a bridge between the rule and our templates.
[31:04] The D2W context state dictionary contains a number of standard keys. It has task, which is a string that represents the current task, so edit, inspect, etc. It has an EO entity that represents the current entity. In that list example, that would've been a movie. It has a string that represents the current property key, and then as either an EO attribute or an EO relationship, depending on whether that property key string represents an attribute or a relationship.
[31:39] And this is how you can use it, so his simple example, a WoE string, getting his value from the D2Wcontext.entity.name. Here's a more extensive example, and this is like a simplified version of what you might see in an inspect or edit template. We start with a repetition that is bound to the D2W context display property keys and an item that is bound to the D2W property key.
[32:17] And then within that repetition, we have a label for each attribute that is bound to display name for property, and then a WoE switch component that is bound to a component name, so that it can switch in the correct component property level component or property level template for this attribute type.
[32:44] Now, the sharp eyed amongst you may have realized that it only uses one of the keys that I talked about in the D2W context's state dictionary, which is the property key. Where does it get the rest of them from? Well, and that's the job of the rule system. So let's talk about the rule engine, or the rule system. And the rule system is very important. It provides the flexibility and the power to DirectToWeb, and it talks to your model and your rules, and it supplies missing values to the D2W context.
[33:25] So when you ask for a key from the D2W context, first it checks its state dictionary, and if it doesn't exist, then it goes and asks the rule system, and the rule system is responsible for supplying a value for that key. The rule system supports a hierarchy of rules, so rules can ask other rules for their values and use those. Also, the rule system supports multiple rule files.
[33:56] So you can have rule files that are in frameworks, so you can have reusable rule files, rule files that provide kind of generic rules, and then you can have specific rules that govern the behavior of your specific application. Rules are supplied these .D2W model files. And I'm just going to call them rule files, because .D2W model files is really tough to say.
[34:22] There are user rule files and D2W rule files. Now, the difference between the two is just kind of in the way that they're used. User rule files, in general, are used for non‑reusable rules. So your application will have a user rule file, which will contain rules that govern the specific behavior of this application. D2W rule files are, in general, more generic, so they're more likely to be used in frameworks, setting up a default for your model, that kind of thing, where they are more generic, more likely to be reused.
[35:06] Rule files contain rules. And the rules define the behavior of your application, and you're going to want to edit them, so you use rule modeler. And rule modeler is an application that is available from the webauditx.mdimension/wonder repository, so there's always a current build in there. And rules are comprised of a left hand side and right hand side. That breaks down further into a condition on the left hand side resulting in a key being matched with a value on the right hand sand.
[35:51] So the left hand side uses EO qualifier, so all of the familiar items in the EO qualifier all work. So equals, greater than, less than, like, et cetera. Rules also have a priority. Because you can have multiple rule files that potentially may supply conflicting rules, or rules that have the same condition, priority gives you a way of saying this rule, the rule in my application rule file, takes precedent over any rule that you find. And you do that by giving it a higher priority.
[36:26] So it's kind of like how you handle, in inheritance, you override a rule by creating a new rule with a higher priority. Rules also have an assignment object, and the assignment object is responsible for making that binding between the key and the value. Here's a rule, fairly simple rule. We'll start off on the left hand side, and it's true, so this rule will always fire.
[36:55] On the right hand side, we say allows filtering equals false, which breaks down into the key, allows filtering, being set to the value of false. This rule uses a boolean assignment object. And it has a priority of zero, which means it's a very low priority rule, probably sitting in one of the base frameworks, and it's likely, or it's expected that you may want to override it.
[37:27] So the reason why there are multiple types of assignment objects is because the base assignment object can only assign values that are strings, numbers, arrays, or dictionaries. So if you have anything else, then you need a custom assignment object to handle that, and you saw that in that last example, where we had a boolean assignment, because we're assigning a boolean. So a boolean assignment can take a string like true or false and make a boolean assignment with it.
[37:56] There's also default assignment for assigning default values and key value assignment if we're using keypaths and entity assignment the end result of our assignment is an entity. Rules in use. Remember in that example, I showed you there was display property for keys. That was one of the keys that was being requested from the D2W context. Well, where did that come from? Well, it came from these rules.
[38:28] The first rule says display property keys should come from default property keys from entity, which is in the default assignment object. So if you have the default assignment object assigned to a rule, what is going to happen is it'll actually call that method, default property keys from entity, on the default assignment object. And you end up with ‑‑ in this case, you end up with all the attributes and relationships from that entity.
[38:57] And then there's a more specific rule for the same thing. Display property keys, but this time, only if the task is list or the task is select. So if I'm listing a set of entities, then the display property keys should only be the default property keys from entity without relationships, so just the attributes. Don't show me any relationships if I'm showing you a list.
[39:23] The other thing we saw there was display name for property. And that calls default display name for property from defaults assignments. And the default display name for property, that method just takes the current property key and then massages it to make it look nice. So it capitalizes the first letter and then breaks it up based on intercap boundaries. So if you have, you know, lower case first, intercapped name, it'll break that into first name with first being capitalized.
[39:55] Now again, the priorities of these rules, it's all zero, which means that it's expected that you'll likely want to override this in your own rules. And here's an example here. So it says if task is list or task is select and entity.name equals movie, then only display the title, category, and date released. So when I'm showing my list, I only want to have three columns there of information for that entity.
[40:23] Talk a bit about caching. Rules are cached to improve performance. Because a rule can ask another rule for a value. When you fire a rule, you may actually fire several others, and that could potentially be a performance bottleneck. So D2W caches the results of rules when they are fired.
[40:46] However, sometimes you don't want to cache results. If you have a value that changes regularly that is responsible for resulting in the value of a rule, you don't want that cached, or you may not want that cached. So Project Wonder offers the ERD delayed star assignment object.
[41:15] So ERD delayed assignment, ERD delayed boolean assignment, ERD delayed entity assignment, et cetera. How am I doing for time? Am I halfway through yet? Sorry? OK. Perfect. So what we're going to do now ‑‑ what is it we're going to do? Right. We're going to modify our model file. And actually, we'll take a tour of rule modeler while we're at it.
[41:52] So model file in our application lives in our resources folder. And you'll see that the template gives us two of them. We're only going to use the user.D2W model file. We're not going to touch the D2W...see? It's really hard to say. We're not going to touch the D2W rule file in our application.
[42:15] So if we launch this, it opens it up in rule modeler. I need to shrink that a bit. There we go. And we have one rule, that says true on the left hand side and it sets the key look to neutral look. And a look is a collection of page and property templates that define how our application is going to look, hence the name. And we'll look at it in more detail. We'll look at the look in more detail later.
[43:01] Right now, that's the only rule that exists in our application. But it's not the only rule that is governing the behavior of our application, because there are lots of other rules at play. Because rules can come from frameworks, we have several other rule files that are doing that. And one of the nice things about rule modeler is that it offers this concept of model groups.
[43:32] So I can tell it that I want to see all the rules from a bunch of different rule files all at the same time. And I can sort them all by priority, so I can very quickly see what rules are governing specific keys that I'm interested in. So this particular model group is pulling rules from the Java DirectToWeb framework, so that very core framework supplied by Apple.
[44:03] It's pulling rules from the ER DirectToWeb framework. That's the one from Project Wonder that's enhancing it. And it's pulling rules from the ER neutral look framework, which is the framework that is supplying the look that I'm currently using. And to take the example that we used before, if I say, you know display name for property, I can filter the rules, so these are all the default rules that I have that I'm pulling from all those frameworks, and I can see all of the rules that have any effect on the key, the default name for property key.
[44:48] So very powerful tool, and very useful when you're trying to figure out what's going on. And when you're first getting into using DirectToWeb, a lot of this stuff, it's just kind of like I don't know how they're doing that. Where is that coming from? That's magic. And this is how you figure it out, right? You go look at the examples that are in Project Wonder, and you go open up all of the rules and pick something and say how is that being determined right now? And you can do that by kind of analyzing the rules that exist.
[45:21] Sorry if the screen's jumping around on you. So what I want to do is I want to add a rule, and the first rule I want to add is going to change the behavior of the application. Right now, the application only allows me to inspect objects, and I really want to be able to edit them. So I can do that by just changing the global rule, like I don't have any permissions kind of thing that I need to control. I'm the only person who's going to be using this application, so I'll add one rule.
[46:01] And it's going to be true on the left hand side. Oops. Its key is "Is Entity Editable." I'm going to set that to true. And I'm going to switch the assignment object to the boolean one and rest it in. And it's not a kevlar mesh. In‑joke. Sorry. So let's go into our model, and I'm going to tell it that I want the visible entity names to be movie, studio, talent.
[46:53] And remember I said that the assignment, the default assignment object can handle strings, numbers, and arrays. So I'm passing in an array, an array of strings that I want for each of the entity names. So save this. Go back. Clear the cache. There we go. So now, I've got just the movie entities that I'm interested in. Sorry, Pierre said that it's a known issue and that hopefully we'll see a better solution to it at some point in the future.
[47:43] Read the rumor sites. [laughter] That. OK. All right, some more rules. So we've changed the behavior of the application. We've told it that we want all the entities to be editable. And we've now told it that we only want the key entities that we work with to be movie, studio, and talent.
[48:19] When we list our movies, we're seeing a lot of things in this list that we don't really need, right? We don't need the poster name. We don't need the trailer name. In fact, all I want is that, you know, list of attributes that I showed you earlier, which is the title, the category, and the date released. So let's make that happen now.
[49:01] So I'm just saying display property keys is title, category, and date released, when my task is list and my entity name is movie. And it has a priority of 100. So if you remember, when we were looking at those rules earlier, they all have a priority of zero, so 100 beats zero. It's a math thing. [laughter] You know, and this thing, it...this...oh, man. That ten minutes can't come soon enough. Sorry. F5?
[background chatter]
[49:48] Yeah. Oh, you know what? Yeah, I think if I quit Eclipse and I quit rule modeler and run them both again...so I'll do that when we take our break. Frustrating. There we go.
Final thing I want to change, before we take our break, is if you look at the edit form, there's a couple of objects here, or a couple of attributes that are actually relationships, so plot summary is actually a 2: [50:33] 1 relationship, but if you look at the model, it has propagate primary key and owns destination, which means that it is going to create a destination object if you create a new movie.
Same thing for voting. But the way it's displaying them here, it's displaying them if it was standard 2: [51:01] 1 relationship, and you know, the user's never going to pick a different object for this. It's going to be owned by this object. So what I'd really like to do in this is instead of showing a relationship to a plot summary object, I just want to go into the plot summary and show the summary.
[51:27] So I want to bind this to a keypath. So I want it to be plotsummary.summary. And similarly, the voting ‑‑ voting is an object, and it contains votes and averages. And really, I just want to travel across into that voting object and then show the user presentable display for that. So to do that, what I'm going to do is I'm actually going to step in and say, by default, DirectToWeb will show me all of the attributes in an entity when we're in an edit or inspect view.
[52:05] I'm going to step in and say you know what? I want to control what attributes you show, and I'll do that now. [background coughing] Task equals edit and entity name equals movie. Then I want its display property keys to be essentially what we saw before. But I want to it go plotsummary.summary and voting.userpresentabledescription. Now, user presentable description is something that comes to an ERX generic record. It's kind of like a two string. But it allows you to override that and not mess up what the string is doing.
[52:59] You know what? Let's take a break. And I'm going to shut this down and then, when we come back, you can see the behavior.
[applause]
[53:11]
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